We investigate colorless (mesonic) 3q − qq components in the nucleon and the Roper resonance N * (1440). Starting from constituent quarks and gluons we estimate the excitation of qq pairs in a 3 P 0 model with the strong coupling constant extracted from a comparison with a non-perturbative resonating group calculation of the π, η, ρ and ω content of the nucleon. Applying the same model to the Roper resonance, we find as the most striking result a very strong scalar-isoscalar σ-content of the N * (1440) with a strength of the 3q − qq configurations comparable to 3q component itself.
Among the excited states of the nucleon, i.e. the baryon resonances in the continuum, the Roper resonance N * (1440) as the first excited state with the quantum numbers of the nucleon (J π , T ) = (
2 ), plays a particular role among baryon resonances. On the one side, parameterizing conventionally the Roper resonance as a system of three constituent quarks, most quark models predict the position of the Roper resonance as generally several hundred MeV above its experimental value [1] [2] [3] . On the other side, the N * (1440) seems to dominate the dynamics of coherent near threshold 2π production, both in pp → ppππ [4] [5] [6] [7] and πA → ππA collisions [8, 9] , through the coupling to a virtual σ-meson (which subsequently then decays into two pions). Thus it is hoped that from the study of the Roper-induced dynamics ultimately shed light on the σ-degree of freedom -which is generally phrased as a 2π resonance with a mass and width of m σ ∼ Γ σ ∼ 550M eV -both in the NN and in nuclear systems, where the σ-meson provides the medium range attraction; in addition, it might provide information of a partial restoration of chiral symmetry in dense nuclear matter through a strong reduction of the effective σ-meson mass down to twice the pion mass [10, 11] .
One source of the problem in describing the Roper resonance -and, in general, all unstable baryon resonances -in quark models, is the restriction of their quark content to three constituent quarks. Already the experimentally verified strong decay of the Roper resonance with a width of Γ ∼ 100 − 200M eV into N π and N ππ final states, signals a strong next order 4q −q component in the Fock expansion
where in color-singlet channels the (qq) content can be classified along experimentally known mesons [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
In this note we investigate the mesonic structure of the Roper resonance, with the emphasis in estimating its scalar σ-content. In more detail, we would like to pursue the following route. Starting from a Hamiltonian which includes the one gluon exchange (OGE), harmonic confinement and in addition,pair creation and annihilation, the mesonic content of the component 3q − (qq) of the nucleon is calculated in a non-perturbative resonating group calculation for π, η, ρ and ω from minimizing [18, 19] Ψ|H − E|Ψ Ψ|Ψ = 0
We then simulate this result in a perturbative one-loop calculation, within a 3 P 0 pair creation model, induced by constituent gluon exchange [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . With the effective qqg vertex strength given, we then estimate the σ-content of the nucleon and extent the model into the continuum, to estimate the mesonic content of the Roper resonance in N * (1440) → (N, meson) transitions. We briefly sketch the main lines of our calculation, deferring, however, technical details to a forthcoming comprehensive publication. The basic formulae for calculating the admixture of a nucleon and a meson λ in the nucleon itself or the Roper resonance is given as
where the admixture probability α 2 is given in the one-loop approximation as [26, 27] 
where the numerator contains the B → N λ transition amplitude M B→N λ ( q), while M B represents the N or N * mass, respectively (we assume the initial baryon to be at rest); ω λ ( q) and E N ( q) are the total energies of the meson and the nucleon; The symbol P denotes the principal value of the integral: for m λ + M > M B it yields a standard integral without singularity. Note that for m λ + M ≤ M B the principal value is conveniently evaluated from the relation
where q 0 denotes the position of the singularity. The dynamics of the admixture is contained in the transition amplitude M λ ( q) given as (in an obvious notation)
More explicitly M λ ( q) factorizes into a q-dependent piece times spin, flavor and color coefficients, i.e.
For an economical evaluation we introduce two additional simplifications: we represent the relative motion between the 3q andclusters by a plane wave (through a full resonating group calculation yields a self consistent relative wave function between the clusters) and we model the nucleon and the N * as a quark -(scalar, isoscalar) diquark system in a relative 0s and 1s state for the nucleon and the Roper resonance, respectively; both assumptions simplify in particular anti-symmetrization among the quarks and the evaluation of the color matrix elements dramatically (in a future publication a full calculation will be presented). This yields then for the complete wave function
for the π, η, ρ and ω mesons and correspondingly
for the baryons. Above, the bracket [ab] JM denotes appropriate spin and isospin coupling; the color wave function, which in our diquark picture becomes identical for all mesons and baryons, is easily reduced from the Elliot notation [28] to
with a and b referring to the q, diquark or q,q color content, respectively. The radial dependence is then parameterized in a translational invariant normalized Gaussian form as
where for the mesons π, η, ρ and ω the sum over i includes only a single Gaussian form, which is related via
to the mean rms-radius of the mesons, whereas for the parameterization of the baryons 3 Gaussians with different width parameters are included (compare Table  1 below). Only for the σ-meson with positive parity the radial structure is different: thepair is in a relative l = 1 orbit, yielding
Finally we specify the B → N λ transition operator. Here we focus on the fairly successful 3 P 0 vacuum pair creation model, induced by an effective gluon exchange. Schematically we then obtain in momentum space (Fig. 1 )
(with quark and gluon mass m q and m g , respectively), which can be cast for m 2 g ≫ q 2 into a Gaussian form in coordinate space
Evidently, g 2 ef f is related to the strong coupling constant g 2 ef f = 4πα s ; we keep it as a parameter which is adjusted to reproduce in our one-loop approximation the admixture probabilities obtained from a non-perturbative resonating group calculation later on. The formalism, developed in a Gaussian representation given above, allows a very transparent evaluation of the admixture probability: the complete transition amplitude, involving multiple Gaussian integrals, can be evaluated analytically; only the evaluation of the principal value in eq. 5 has to be performed numerically.
For the final result we specify our model parameters as follows: we use m q = m g /2 = 330M eV for the constituent quark and gluon masses; the Gaussian parameters for the participating particles are given in Table 1 .
The effective coupling strength g 2 ef f = 4πα s , if fitted to the probabilities of RG calculation in the nucleon with P π = 0.045, P η = 0.005; P ρ = 0.03, P ω = 0.004 (16) leads qualitatively to α s ∼ = 2. Then, as a first result, we estimate the σ-content in the nucleon as P σ = 0.025 (Fig.2) . In going then over to the mesonic ad- Table 1 : Parameters the N, N * and λ system given in [fm] mixtures in the Roper resonance, the admixture probabilities and their relative importance are changed in part dramatically. For the π, ρ and ω the probabilities remain qualitatively close to the content in the nucleon. This is not surprising, as for the pion with m π + M < M * , the singular piece in the principal value is strongly canceled, while the ρ and ω admixture are still fairly small due to m ρ,ω + M − M * ∼ 280M eV . For the σ and the η, however, the situation is quite different: here, from m σ,η + M − M * ∼ 50M eV , already the squared energy denominators enhance the admixture by typically an other of magnitude, explicitly we find an admixture probability of typically 50 percent for the σ meson and of 10 percent for the η-meson, respectively; these characteristic values are fairly stable against a moderate variation of the Gaussian model parameters: the maximal sensitivity of the result is found with respect to the root mean square radius of the mesons (Fig.3) .
The various conclusions to be drawn from our estimate, are evident:
• the scalar-isoscalar σ-degree of freedom has a strong component in the Roper resonance; consequently, as the σ-meson strongly couples to the ππ channel, the σ dominates hadron or photon induced double pion production in the N * (1440) regime;
• the η-meson also strongly couples to the Roper resonance (in fact, in former tables of particle properties the decay N * (1440) → N + η was listed with a fairly large strength). An important consequence might be, that the ηN N * coupling strongly contributes to the near threshold production of the η-meson, where the threshold is only about 50M eV away;
• the largecomponents in the Roper resonance suggest as a universal feature of baryon resonances in the continuum, that any quantitative treatment of N * 's requires the inclusion of, at least, the next -to leading 3q(qq) component to the leading 3q piece in a corresponding Fock-expansion. As an immediate consequence we expect a significant shift of the (real part of the) N * -masses of the order of the resonance widths, which would spoil the in part quantitative result obtained for baryon spectroscopy in various quark models.
Of course, for firmer conclusions, our model estimate in this note has to be improved, such as to include explicitly the 3q-component of baryons (instead of a quark-diquark representation) or a consistent handling of the relative N λ-cluster wave function. In addition, in particular for the σ-meson an alternative formulation as a strongly correlated ππ system has to be investigated. Even though this picture of a σ-meson as a (qq)(qq) molecule is very different from viewing the σ as a dominantsystem, we still expect simply from parity reasons, that σ behaves quite different from the other mesons with masses below 1GeV . To substantiate this conjectures and to extend the model predictions in a systematic way to other baryon resonances, detailed calculations are in progress.
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